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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  we look at how at the touch of a button your access to business and pleasure can be improved.  Later, Tony Shearman will be along playing computer games in the BBC's time.

Computer game actuality

There'll be more from Tony Shearman later.

But first, it seems we're about to see improved access to equipment which just about everyone else has taken for granted for getting on for 20 years.  Most people actually become pretty restive if they have to walk further than about 200 yards to find a cash machine, but finding one that talks to you has been like looking for a needle in a haystack, this despite the technology being pretty standard, they've been common in USA and Australia since the 1990s.  But earlier this year Barclays announced that by the autumn three-quarters of their cash machines would be equipped with speech and it seems they've been as good as their word.  Lee Kumutat has been checking them out for us.

Kumutat
Northern Rock installed the first talking cash machine in 2005 and in May this year there were only 85 talking cash machines in the UK.  Barclays has audio enabled 3,200 - that's 75% of their cash machine stock - across England and Wales as from the beginning of this month.  The way these machines work is that you put a standard earphone plus into the jack provided and the machine immediately starts speaking to you, guiding you through a transaction.  Geoff Long, who is visually impaired and a Barclays customer, has never used a cash machine before, even with sighted assistance.  So I went with Geoff and Danny Reardon from Barclays into a branch to see how he got on using one.

Now do you want to familiarise yourself with the keypad Geoff?

Long
Yes I think I better had because I've not even seen a cash machine before.  So obviously the one with the dot is the five but there are other keys of course.

Kumutat
The cross is your cancel, your card - where does you card go in?  Here.  So to your right.

Long
Okay, oh, yeah.

Kumutat
Feel that slot?  That's where your card goes in and your cash - your dosh - comes out down there.  So you've got to be ready to grab it otherwise it'll suck it back in.  And also, so you know, this is the way that the card goes in, so if you look at the card the writing goes in on the left.

Long
Got ya.

Kumutat
Alright let's plug our cable in then and we're ready to roll.

Long
Okay, Danny I haven't seen one of these machines before, where's my plug access point for the headphones please?

Reardon
You'll find the plug on the right hand side of the machine, on the frame of the machine.

Long
Yeah, I've found it.  Right, well I now plug in my headphones.

Cash machine
Welcome to Barclays talking ATM, please press five on the keypad to begin...

Long
So it's telling me to press five on the keypad to begin, which I will now do.

Cash machine
... if you haven't used this machine before please take a few moments to listen to these instructions, otherwise insert your card to begin.

Long
I haven't done it before but I will now insert the card.  The card is now in.

Cash machine
... if you use Braille, please take a few moments to familiarise yourself with the.... £20 and £10 notes are available, please key in the pin for your debit card facility with care.  For cash press one, to hear or print your balance press two, for mobile....

Long
I'm pressing...

Cash machine
To withdraw £20 press one, £30 press...

Long
I'm pressing one.

Cash machine
Would you like an advice slip with your cash?  If yes press one.  If no press two.

Long
I'm saying no.

Cash machine
We are dealing with your request. Please remove your card and your cash will follow shortly.

Long
Which I'm now removing the card.

Cash machine
Please take your £20.

Long
And the cash has appeared from a slot lower down and I've taken the cash and I'm now the proud possessor of money and card.

Kumutat
So Geoff what did you think?

Long
I don't think anything could have been easier.  I'm not particularly a techno savvy person but no one has got any reason to fear this technology, it's very, very easy to use.

Kumutat
Would you suggest that someone help you at your first initial introduction?

Long
No not really, the machine gives absolutely clear and precise instructions, there's no reason why anyone should need anyone to help but if you do then I guess it won't do any harm but you don't actually need to, it really is as easy as easy can be.

Kumutat
The only reason I ask that is because you had a little trouble initially finding the headphone jack which is kind of the integral part of being able to use it.

Long
Yeah that is true, it is easy to find once you know where it is.

Kumutat
And what would you say to people who have concerns about security and safety?

Long
I think safety could be an issue but if you are at all nervous about safety then you can perfectly well use the in-branch machines and then you're inside and protected.

Kumutat
Would you get cash out from a machine on the street?

Long
I probably would, I am quite a robust chap, I would understand if a person was a little bit nervous about that.  Obviously if you are totally blind you don't know who is a few feet behind you, so I guess it could be a concern but I don't think it would bother me too much.

Kumutat
We did a quick straw poll of some of the other major banks and Santander told us it planned to have 500 cash machines speaking by the end of 2013.  Lloyds says it'll have 1,000 by then but hopes all of its 7,000 cash points will eventually be audio enabled.  HSBC said it would like to offer talking cashpoints in the future.  It is worth noting, however, that you don't have to be a Barclays customer to use their cash machines but check with your bank for any possible charges.  Barclays says it will be audio enabling the remaining 25% of its cashpoints as and when they need to be refurbished.

White
Thanks Lee.  And there is a link through which you can find your nearest talking cashpoint and we'll put it up on the website.  We'd like to hear from you if you've regularly used talking cashpoints - give us your views.  And we're planning to devote a programme to banking independently in a few weeks' time.  If you've got any questions about, for instance, telephone or online banking, getting accessible statements or indeed any other related problems you can e-mail or phone us, details at the end of the programme.

You've been pretty vocal about last week's item on charity fundraising and the potential clash between gaining sympathy and belittling our capabilities.  The majority of your comments felt that some recent ads we featured did lean too far to the negative but Charles Crisp takes a more pragmatic view.

Listeners views
Crisp
A successful advertisement has to tell a complex story in a limited timeframe, it's not a novel, it's not even a short story and it needs shortcuts which people already understand to get the message across.  Whatever the approach it is artifice and people know this.  The message needs to stay with the listener and they need a reason to remember it.  I hope they raise the money because this is the only mark of success.

Parish
Whilst I can see why some people might be less than 100% behind the latest Guide Dog fundraiser I think the worst they're guilty of is stating the obvious with their survey.  The RNIB campaign, on the other hand, is saccharin to the emotions and lacking in transparency.  Now they say there is a need to raise money to provide equipment for the poor little blind girl.  An excellent free audio library already exists with a wide range of children's books, the books come on a memory stick and a child has access wherever they are with a player which can be purchased in the high street for around £30.  In my experience many people believe we're already provided with such things as audible gadgetry and talking mobile phones free as a matter of course.  Instead of emotive surveys perhaps we could try something innovative like giving potential donors an accurate picture of sight loss.  Then a survey might ask:   If you become visually impaired would you expect to receive support and equipment to remain independent?  If there was a charity who could provide support, source and discount gadgets so that they were affordable would you be prepared to give a donation to make it possible?  I'm sure the average sighted person in the street has enough imagination to understand the impact of sight loss without having the enamel removed from their teeth by some sugar-coated guilt trip.  If the charities do soft soap the money from the general public they also have a duty to use it to deliver the best service to the maximum number of people.

Thomas
I am fully sighted but for some reason most of my charitable giving has been towards blind charities.  Firstly that nine out of 10 sighted people are horrified by the notion of losing their sight is an absurd and irrelevant statistic.  What matters is the thoughts of those who have actually lost their sight. The style of the RNIB ad is simply offensive and yes sighted people do give a monkeys about those without sight as much or as little as they do for any other people.

Carol Gausden
I listened to the programme regarding advertising featuring case studies and the exploitation of individuals - the hearts and minds offensive.  I'm a fundraiser for a small charity - Home Start Nottingham - and felt that the programme was overlooking one particular aspect, only the very large charities have budgets for advertising so immediately have the advantage over smaller charities which run from hand to mouth.  Those charities also undertake important work and fill voids in all areas of public life.  Perhaps it would be better to have questioned the spend of large charities - marketing campaigns don't come cheap and would the money not be better spent in supporting those in need?  Perhaps charities should be capped on marketing expenditure, just like political parties.

White
Those views from Barbara Parish, David Thomas, Carol Gausden and Charles Crisp.  

Now it turns out that cash machines aren't the only aspect of modern life where access for visually impaired people could be improving.  I have to admit that computer games have rather passed me by but Tony Shearman has been looking into what's available for blind and partially sighted gamers.

Shearman
Back in the late '70s when I could still see a bit space invaders was the game to play.  Nowadays though things have moved on somewhat.  But how many games these days are actually accessible to blind players?  Well more than I imagined, starting with a simple audio crossword puzzle:

Audio crossword puzzle
One down, four letters - assists.  First letter A.

Shearman
Aids.

Audio crossword puzzle
A I D S.  Three down, seven letters - heavy jungle knife.  First letter M.

Shearman
Heavy jungle knife?  First letter M?  Do you know what I'm going to cheat.  Listen to this.

Audio crossword puzzle
Are you sure you want to know the answer to this clue?

Shearman
Yes.

Audio crossword puzzle
Press the enter key to confirm or the escape key to cancel.  The answer is Machete.  Spelt M A C H E....

Shearman
But when it comes to more sophisticated games it's a bit of a jungle out there.  So I hunted down blind technology expert Steve Knutt who demonstrated his favourite game.

Audio game
Q9.  Main menu.  Use your up and down arrow keys to select an option and then press enter.

Shearman
Now Steve I can imagine why sighted gamers get excited about some of these computer games with all these graphics these days but for someone like myself and yourself - who can't see at all - what's the attraction, convince me?

Knutt
Well I mean why not, I mean sighted people like seeing little graphical monsters going across the screen and shooting them down, we're doing exactly the same but we're doing it with audio monsters.  So basically your monster comes to you from left to right and you centralise the monster and shoot at it but you have to do it damn quick sometimes.

Audio game
Please select the difficult level - easy, medium, hard, insane.

Knutt
So that's the speed at which the monsters come at you and things like that or not monsters in this case but animals.

Audio game
Leopard, rhino, wolf, boar, bear, bat, mini demon...

Shearman
Right I get the...

Audio game
Hey can we just get on with it?  I'm Q9, I'm a little alien and I've got stuck on this.... and I want to get the hell out of here.  Now can we just play the game?

The Jungle World Level One.

Knutt
So now we're in the jungle generally the way you play the game is you literally scroll left to right to walk left to right, to jump you press up arrow - like that.  If you press up arrow and then right arrow quickly you jump that direction.  I'm now pressing the right - ah hang on there's an object.  Now that object came from the left hand side so I knew to move back left to get to that object.  If I hadn't got that object it would have fallen down and smashed.  And here comes a gorilla.  So I just clubbed him.

Shearman
So how did you kill him there Steve?

Knutt
Pressing the spacebar quickly like that, once he's in the centre of the stereo field.

Shearman
But while Steve is happy to play on his own against his computer Kristian Whawell prefers to go online and challenge his friends from around the country and indeed across the world.  Here he's playing a driving game called One Thousand Miles with his friend Amanda, known online as Karoke Queen 85.

One Thousand Miles computer voice

Whawell
You see every card has its own sound.  I'm going to do a right light on Amanda to stop her, like that.  Oh she plays a green light.  I can play green light now.

One Thousand Miles computer voice

And I play a driving ace.  I get to draw again.  Seven hundred and seventy five miles.  Oooh wow, nice work Amanda - she played the final get away card, she played the right of way there, that means that she cannot be red lighted.  Ooops.  That is one epic smash.

Shearman
One Thousand Miles, Q9 and the crossword puzzle are just some of the many accessible games for blind users available online and on disc to buy and for free.  I've even found a game specifically designed for Braille users called Dotris  and we'll be looking at that game in more detail in a future programme.  But you're not just restricted to your computer when it comes to playing games.  If you've got a smartphone you can play on the move using a variety of apps available to blind users including one actually designed by a blind person.

Computer voice

Wow that makes a change, I actually won.  But what about accessibility when it comes to the three major games consoles - PlayStation, the Wi and the X-Box?  Well Sony, who make the PlayStation, haven't responded to our requests for information.  The makers of the Wi and Nintendo admit in a written statement that none of their games has been adapted and say at the moment it is not practically possible, they did however make an audio only game for the Game Boy back in 2007.  Similarly Microsoft have produced an audio only game for their X-Box 360 called In the Pits where you play the part of a blind monster who kills and eats everything it can lay its hands on.

In the Pits audio

So despite dipping my toe into this new virtual world I think I'll leave it to the experts.

Actuality - children playing computer games

Whilst I find sanctuary in another room, as usual, and listen to the radio, where as they say the graphics are always better.

White
A cautious Tony Shearman there reporting on games.  And if you'd like more details about that, about accessible ATMs or you've got a query for our upcoming banking programme you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk or you can call our actionline for 24 hours after tonight's programme, the number 0800 044 044.  Plus there's a free download of tonight's programme available from our website.  

That's it, from me Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.




